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This document provides evidence of usage for the four U-source ideographs shown
below.

   
UTC-00258 UTC-00281 UTC-00536 UTC-00609

If the UTC finds that they are suitable for encoding, they can be included in the UTC's
proposal for the next IRG working set, and their status in UAX #45 can be updated
appropriately.

The edited images herein are provided for comparison with their corresponding U-source
glyph. Originals will be sent to the Unihan mailing list.

 UTC-00258

This image is from ytenx.org. UTC-00258 is a non-unifiable variant of U+687C 桼.
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https://ytenx.org/kyonh/cio/5/14
rick
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 UTC-00281

This image is from cidianwang.com or 70thvictory.com.tw.
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https://www.cidianwang.com/guangyun/c/c20921.htm
https://www.70thvictory.com.tw/guangyun/7/720920.htm


 UTC-00536

This image is from a digital version of全訳漢辞海 第四版。

Here is the same entry from the print version, page 66.
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 UTC-00536 (continued)

ŌI Tsukasa (大居 司) provided this image from 斉東俗談 巻之4 at waseda.ac.jp. Scans 8
and 9 have this character.

This image is from Fenn's Five Thousand Dictionary, page 139.

The National Library of China identified this character as a candidate for encoding in
2006, but it was withdrawn for an unknown reason. Eiso Chan (陈永聪) found a copy of
the original source and sent a scan to the Unihan mailing list on 2018-05-08.

Twitter user @sarasvati635 posted images from 漢字百珍 which can be viewed here.
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https://archive.wul.waseda.ac.jp/kosho/ho02/ho02_00216/ho02_00216_0004/ho02_00216_0004.html
https://twitter.com/sarasvati635/status/994222024753987584


 UTC-00609

This image is from初學粤音㘦要 (A Chinese Phonetic Vocabulary, Hong Kong, 1855). The
original is at kansai-u.ac.jp (scan 27).
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https://www.iiif.ku-orcas.kansai-u.ac.jp/books/0470


 UTC-00609 (continued)

This image is from Wieger's Chinese Characters.

This image is from Heisig's Remembering the Kanji volume 3, third edition, page 155.

This image is from Fenn's Five Thousand Dictionary, page 476.
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